Winter is the ____________ season of the year! My friends and I love to play in the snow. Every time we go outside we __________ wear our coats, boots and mittens so we __________ get ___________. We make snowmen in the yard. We __________ our hands to roll a ball of snow __________ and around. We roll three snowballs: one small, one medium and one large. Then we stack them __________ each other. We use a carrot for ______ nose and stones for its eyes and mouth. When we are all done Amanda’s mom __________ us to her house.

“Come drink some hot chocolate so you will get warm!”, she tells_____.

I __________ Winter ________ last all year long!
Winter is the **best** season of the year! My friends and I love to play in the snow. Every time we go outside we **always** wear our coats, boots and mittens so we **don’t** get **cold**. We make snowmen in the yard. We **use** our hands to roll a ball of snow **around** and around. We roll three snowballs: one small, one medium and one large. Then we stack them **upon** each other. We use a carrot for its nose and stones for its eyes and mouth. When we are all done Amanda’s mom **calls** us to her house.

“Come drink some hot chocolate so you will get warm!”, she **tells** us.

I **wish** Winter **would** last all year long!